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Brief and objectives: 

The 2018/19 Welsh lamb and beef campaign was a huge step into data driven, measurable 

social media communications for the Welsh Lamb Industry. 

Delivered by Hybu Cig Cymru – Meat Promotion Wales the campaigns over the years have 

been traditional in form, from TV commercials through to print advertisements in consumer 

food and drink magazines. 

Focusing on PGI Welsh Lamb over the main lamb season (August – September 2018), with 

additional support also delivered for PGI Welsh Beef, the main objectives were to: 

 Deliver a more targeted influencer campaign using the three tribes outlined  

 Identify key influencers with a true influence over our audience 

 Promote PGI Welsh Lamb season and celebrate its unique heritage over Lamb Day 

through to Love Lamb Week. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

Working with three key insights elements to deliver and implement our strategy, they were all 

delivered in English and Welsh via our proprietary insights methodology, Mapper360®. Only 

available from Four, this powerful methodology uses many forms of licensed data to identify 

high value audiences and analyse what matters most and pinpoint the relevant key 

influencers for the audience in question. 

Our team of bilingual analysts: 

 Benchmarked Welsh lamb and beef against other competitors and choices  

 Analysed over 1 million data points across online digital and social conversations  

 Reviewed current social channel audiences to identify high value audiences  

 Identified high value audiences of those buying, cooking with and advocating lamb 

and beef  



 Grouped audiences into tribes based on their shared behaviours, motivations, 

content and channel preferences 

 Developed distinct campaign personas to inform all aspects of campaign activation. 

The three key personas were developed and targeted. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

Based upon the three personas that we already created, we used our Mapper360® 

Influencer methodology in order to identify influencers who have a true influence over each 

tribe. 

Rather than relying on subjective choices and follower count, this methodology looks into the 

influencer’s followers themselves, highlighting their top bio keywords, top hashtags, location 

and post frequency to evaluate their relevance to the campaign or brand.  

The methodology is also able to identify fake followers to ensure that the brand is only 

working with influencers who have a genuine engaged following. 

 

Delivery: 

Kick starting the campaign a range of influencers were invited for a Welsh lamb banquette in 

Borough Market to celebrate Lamb Day (1 August 2018). Renowned Welsh chef Bryn 

Williams was tasked with highlighting the versatility and quality of the Welsh lamb.  

Influencers identified  ranged from up-and-coming chefs with a strong following to more 

micro mummy and foodie bloggers with strong engagements depending on the persona (see 

appendix). 

Once identified, we reached out to the individual influencer to gather their interest and 

availability. The influencers were then tasked to create their own recipes celebrating Welsh 

lamb or beef and its unique characteristics, concentrating mainly on flavour and heritage. 

Once created, we ensured that all content was fitting to the brand’s individual audiences and 

that they were using the relevant hashtags, as outlined in the personas. 

 

Ethical considerations, including how the campaign has abided by the CIPR 

Code of Conduct, ASA Regulations, the CAP Code and Google guidelines: 

All codes and guidelines are strictly adhered to and all influencers were subject to a written 

contract no matter if their work was free of charge or for a nominal sum. 

 

Measurement and evaluation, including the outcomes achieved via organic 

and paid-for activity:  

All three core objectives were met through a ‘targeted’ and ‘big data research’ led campaign 

allowing informed use of influencers complementing our campaign. 



The influencers created a wide range of assets for the campaign, including step-by-step 

recipes, blogs focusing on cooking as a family, and a video how-to guide. All of the content 

was rooted in the insights, with the influencers creating relevant engaging content for  their 

particular tribe. 

 

Budget and campaign impact, including payments such as gifts and/or 

experiences in-kind, and influencer expenses: 

Outcomes - in addition to considerably exceeding campaign KPIs, the wider impact of the 

social media and influencer led campaign has become clear in a recent brand tracking 

survey of almost 1,000 people. 


